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What is the Arctic environment? 
The arctic is a region surrounding the North pole that is home to
many different kinds of animals. This region is extremely cold and is
constantly covered in ice and snow. Trees cannot grow in the arctic
since the ground is covered in permafrost, which is permanently
frozen underground ice. 

What is it like in the Arctic?
It is very cold all year round! The average winter temperature is
around negative 22°F and they only have two seasions -- summer
and winter. In the summer, the sun shines 24 hours a day, but it
never gets high enough above the horizon to warm things up, so the
temperatures stay very cold. In contrast, it is dark all winter because
the sun doesn’t rise during those months of the year. Fierce
continuous winds make it feel even colder. You can see a lot of snow
in the Arctic but rarely any rain - parts of the Arctic are actually
considered desert habitats due to the lack of rainfall in the region. 

Who lives in the Arctic? 
Over 5,500 different species of animals call the arctic environment
home. Some of these animals include polar bears, snow owls,
caribou, arctic foxes, wolverines, whales, and greenland sharks. The
snow owl creates nests on elevated parts of the ground to keep their
eggs safe. Other animals, like arctic foxes and polar bears, dig dens in
the snow to stay warm. 

Arctic Abodes
AN ANIMAL ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP: ARCTIC ANIMAL ABODES

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/space/article/sun
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Underwater Habitats

Where can you find underwater habitats? 
About 71% of the Earth is covered in water, making underwater
habitats much more abundant than land ones that we are more
familiar with!  

Different Types of Underwater Habitats

Deep ocean: The Deep Ocean begins at roughly 200 meters below
sea level. It is a region in which barely any sunlight can be seen. This
lack of sunlight makes the water very cold at these depths. In these
dark waters, creatures like the vampire squid and the blackdragon
fish thrive. Some species in the deep ocean, like the angler fish, are
bioluminescent, which means that parts of their body can glow. 

Coral Reef: A coral reef is an underwater ecosystem characterized by
reef-building corals. Reefs are formed of colonies of coral polyps
encased in a hard exterior. They are mainly located in shallow waters
in tropical climates. Coral reefs provide many places for different
creatures to live. Many tropical fish, like the clownfish and blue dory,
live in coral reefs. 

Cold Water: Many different types of animals thrive in and around the
cold waters of the Arctic and Antarctic. The cold ocean is filled with
sea ice in the form of ice caps and icebergs. These waters are mainly
inhabited by algae and phytoplankton, which are microscopic
organisms that get energy from the sun. Some larger inhabitants of
the cold oceans include whales, seals, polar bears, cod, and other
fish. 

Lakes and Rivers: Lakes and rivers both consist of freshwater, which
means that the water does not contain any salt. These waters are
home to many creatures such as bass, trout, turtles, crayfish, and
frogs. Some fish like to hide in rock structures to avoid predators. In a
river, the water flows rapidly from one place to another. This is
different from a lake in which the water stays relatively stagnant. 

AN ANIMAL ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP: UNDERWATER HABITATS
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Muskrat Lodges
What are Muskrats?  
Muskrats are a medium sized semi-aquatic rodent native to North
America. They are related to another famous animal architect - the
beaver, though they have many differences. 

Where do they live?
Muskrats are semi-aquatic and like to live in or near shallow bodies
of about 4-6 feet of water. They can be found in ponds, lakes, and
swamps though their preferred living locations are marshes because
the water level stays constant. Marshes also provide the best
vegetation for eating and building their lodges. 
Muskrats are native to North America and can be found in almost
every state including Alaska. In the 20th century they were
introduced to Northern Eurasia and can now be found in Russia,
Ukraine, China and other countries around the world. 

What type of structures do they build? 
Muskrats usually live in families that are made up of a male, female
and their young. A muskrat family will build nests to protect
themselves from the cold and predators. 

There are two types of lodges they may build depending on the type
of watery environment they live. One option is that they will burrow
into the bank along the water's edge with an underwater entrance. 

The other option is to build a push-up or lodge in the middle of a
water-logged area. These lodges are similar in appearance to beaver
lodges though much smaller (up to 8 feet high, and 4 feet wide) and
usually located in depths of less than 2 feet of water. The muskrat
lodges are made with vegetation, such as the reeds found in marshes
instead of wooden logs. They will also plug up the entrances,
sometimes daily, with vegetation to keep unwanted visitors out of
their home.
 

Most lodge construction occurs in May to June, and again in October.
Their lodges are made up of a single dry chamber with the entrance
below water and the living area located above the water line to stay
dry. 

AN ANIMAL ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP: MUSKRATS LODGES



What is a beaver dam?  
A structure built by beavers in ponds, streams, and rivers. These structures are meant to provide
protection from predators such as coyotes, bears, and wolves. Additionally, the dams provide the beavers
with easy access to food during the winter months when the bodies of water they live in freeze on the
surface. 

The structure is made out of sticks, mud, and stones that the beaver collects. Their size ranges from a few
meters to upwards of 100 meters. 

How do beavers create & maintain their dams?

Beavers begin building their dams by changing the flow of the body of water. Then, they place logs and
sticks on the mud to create a floor for the dam. Once the base is constructed, the beaver begins to weave
sticks together to create the rest of the structure. Finally, the beaver uses mud to waterproof the structure.
The top of the dam is not covered in mud so that the beaver can breathe. Other materials used to build the
dam include rocks, leaves, tree bark, grass, and other large plants. Beavers use their powerful jaws to chop
down trees and other large branches. 

During the autumn months, beavers do maintenance work on the dam. Beavers are nocturnal, which
means that they sleep during the day and work at night.

Did you know?
Beaver dams often greatly impact their surrounding ecosystem. Many animals, such as trout and frogs, use
the structure to protect their offspring. 

Beaver Dams

AN ANIMAL ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP: BEAVER DAMS
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Dinosaur Basics  
Dinosaurs are a group of reptiles that dominated the earth for over
165 million years and went mostly extinct over 66 million years ago.

Everything we know about dinosaurs has come from the study of
fossils; the ancient remains of animals such as bones, teeth, shells,
footprints, tracks, eggs and more. Fossils are usually discovered and
studied by a special type of scientist called a Paleontologist. 

When people first discovered fossil evidence of dinosaurs, they had
no clue what they were and believed them to the the remains of
fairytale creatures such as dragons. 

Where did they live?
Evidence of dinosaurs have been found on every continent, even
Antarctica. During the time of the dinosaurs the world's climate was
relatively hot and dry and most of the land was covered in desert.
There were no polar ice caps during this time and the overall global
temperature was warmer than it is today. 

Types  of Dinosaurs 
There have been over 700 different species of dinosaurs discovered
and studied and paleontologists believe there were likely many more
than that! 

There were many different types of dinosaurs; land-dwelling species,
aquatic dinosaurs who swam in the lakes and seas, and avian species
which flew in the skies. 

Diets included carnivores who hunted and ate meat, herbivores who
only ate plants and omnivores who would eat both meat and plants. 
Dinosaurs also varied greatly in size. The most famous species are
the massive examples such as T-Rex, Brontosaurus and Triceratops
though in reality most dinosaurs were human-sized or smaller. The
smallest discovered species so far is the Lesothosaurus which was the
size of a chicken. 

Dino Domains
AN ANIMAL ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP: DINO DOMAINS
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Wildlife Refuge

Tundra, Taiga, Temperate, Deciduous Forest, Scrub Forest,
Grassland, Desert, Tropical Rainforest, Temperate Rainforest

Why are wildlife refuges important? 
Wildlife refuges play an important part in the lives of animals, plants
& humans! They act as protected areas where wildlife comes first
which provides safe places for animals to live in their natural habitat
and allows humans to visit and have true nature experiences. Wildlife
refuges can even lessen the effects of natural disasters and provide
storm protection. 

Most importantly - they serve a vital role in animal conservation. As
recently as 50 years ago bald eagles, alligators, grizzly bears,
Condors, black bears and other native animals were at risk of
extinction. Refuges in the US have helped prevent their extinction by
providing protected healthy habitats for these as well as many other
animal species.

What is a habitat? 
A habitat is a place where a species lives. It is the natural place or
environment in which plants, animals and organisms live. It is the
physical surroundings that influence and are used by any species.
Habitats are specific to a population. Each population has its own
habitat. If the habitat changes and it no longer works for the species,
they adapt or move on. Many species can live in the same habitat,
such as a pond or a field.

What is a biome?
Biomes are ecosystems where several habitats meet. They include
the geography and climate conditions of communities of plants,
animals, and soil organisms.
The Earth itself is one big biome & smaller biomes include:

AN ANIMAL ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP: WILDLIFE REFUGE



STEAM ENRICHMENT IN SCHOOLS  
For schools, ArchForKids provides STEAM programs that enrich curriculum, both during
the school day and afterschool hours in the form of in-school residencies, afterschool
programs, professional development, and Design challenges.

LIBRARIES & CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS 
For museums, libraries and community centers, we lead engaging workshops that
explore the built environment in the form of out-of-school time studios, architecture
walks, workshops, design challenges, summer reading enhancement and more!

FAMILY PROGRAMS
For families and homeschoolers, we offer workshops and mentoring. In addition,
ArchForKids offers creative birthday parties – we call them Building Parties.

@archforkids www.archforkids.com info@archforkids.com

What is ArchForKids?
A PROVIDER OF HANDS-ON, MINDS-ON LEARNING EXPERIENCES GROUNDED IN

ARCHITECTURE, SCIENCE, DESIGN AND URBAN PLANNING IN SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES, AT
HOME AND IN THE COMMUNITY. 

OUR PROGRAMS AT A GLANCE


